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Introduction 
I was asked to speak on the topic of ‘Jesus fulfils the Law’—and to do so in this short amount 
of time.  While I willingly accepted this topic—mainly because I find it deeply interesting—I 
quickly realised that it is extremely daunting.  It would be like someone saying, ‘God is 
perfect, explain; oh, and you only have 20 minutes.’  I say that to say this: my thoughts this 
evening are going to be extremely brief, which means there is a lot more that could be said.  
If anything either confuses you or if you simply have questions, I am more than willing to chat.   
 
Now, the phrase ‘Jesus fulfils the Law’ brings to mind a number of ideas.  For some, the 
phrase means that Jesus is the one who fulfils every expectation in the OT regarding God’s 
true Messiah.  For others, the phrase means that Jesus is the only one who was able to live 
out and fulfil the requirements of the Law, which therefore makes him the perfect human 
being.  (If we’re keeping score, the second is really just an extension of the first).   
 
While both of these options have incredible value, they seem to share a common thread: 
they both see the Law from a single perspective—i.e. a physical text containing words 
written by a physical hand that need to be revealed and lived out in physical ways by a 
specific physical person.  Or, to put it more bluntly: on the surface, it would appear as though 
a person has to live out (physically) the requirements of the Law in order to be considered 
perfect; thus, for Jesus to be the true Messiah, he would have to do precisely that.   
 
In fact, slightly before the time of Jesus, several people were parading around claiming to be 
God’s Messiah and all of them were proved wrong in one way or another.  A key litmus test 
for their claims was how they measured up to what we would call ‘messianic expectations’, 
which were developed from key passages of scripture (and other places, if we’re honest).  If 
the person did not measure up, then they were discounted as being the true Messiah.   
 
Notice, however, what this perspective does.  Whether we like it or not, this view gives the 
Law the final say over the identity of the person in question, which therefore gives a kind of 
priority to the Law over the individual.  So I’m curious: what would happen if we reversed this 
priority and flipped the title of this topic so that it reads: ‘The Law is fulfilled in Jesus’?  While 
that may not appear to be much different than the original, longer reflection shows that 
there is a complete distinction.   
 
What sorts of ideas come to mind when we read the phrase in this new way?  How would this 
alter or enhance our understanding of who Jesus is and his role in history?  More to the point: 
how would this perspective affect those who knew Jesus, and how would it affect us?  How 
would this view affect what the first believers expected God to do?  Would this radically 
redefine how they understood what God was doing in the world through Jesus?  Would it 
radically redefine how we understand the same thing?   
 

Historical Thinking 
Before we deal with these questions, we need to go back in time; and I confess that some of 
this might be a bit ‘heady’, but please stay with me on this—it will all make sense later (I 
hope).  In the ANE, wisdom was supreme—but not for reasons that we might expect.  Unlike 
today, wisdom was not something that a person sought for the sake of appearing better 
than someone else.  (Those who did view wisdom in that way proved their lack of 
understanding of what wisdom truly is).  In the ANE, wisdom was supreme because it was 
believed to hold everything together in the universe; without it, everything would just 
collapse into complete chaos.   
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The reason for this is because the ancients recognised that the universe was highly complex.  
However, at the same time, they also recognised that it possessed an unseen, structured 
order to keep things in balance.  The natural conclusion for the ancients was: the gods and 
goddesses, who created everything, must be incredibly wise and it is only by their wisdom 
that things remain in proper function. 
 
In fact, one of the several creation myths of the ancient Egyptians tells the story of the sun 
god Ra—after he emerged from the primordial waters—created everything in the cosmos 
and supplied the universe with order and balance, which was known as ma‘at.  To make 
sure that this balance and order remained, he cast the water god Nun to the outermost 
boundaries of creation.   
 
Ra did this because Nun was also the god of chaos; thus, to have order, chaos has to be 
removed.  However, the god Nun, according to the myth, would wait for moments when Ra 
was not paying attention; and at such moments, Nun would swoop in from the distant 
boundaries of the cosmos, disrupt ma‘at and thus inflict havoc on creation.   
 
The same sort of thinking can be found with the Mesopotamians, Sumerians and Babylonians.  
For them, the gods were always fighting with one another and the result of this fighting was 
that the stability of the earth was greatly affected.  In fact, the ancients believed that the 
flooding of the river valleys was a direct result of the gods being in conflict with one another.  
Therefore, when the gods were angry, chaos followed; conversely, when the gods behaved 
and played well with each other, balance and order was the result.   
 
However, it was not long before these same people began to believe that the gods would 
also bring chaos upon the earth because they were angry with humans.  In other words, if a 
person did not obey the gods, then the gods would bring about chaos not only on the earth 
in general, but in the life of that person in particular.  Therefore, the only hope for being safe 
from such things was to obey the will of the gods, and knowing and obeying the will of the 
gods required wisdom.   
 
Now, without getting too deep into things, one of the key ways in which people in the 
ancient world obtained wisdom, so as to remain in harmony with the gods, was through 
education—or, instruction.  This instruction not only described the nature of divine wisdom, it 
also showed how people could live in harmony with that wisdom.  To come at this from a 
different angle: because society was understood to be a reflection of the gods, and 
because the universe was ordered by wisdom, social life was to be governed by wisdom and 
order.  To disobey wisdom instruction brought about social chaos. 
 
This period of education (or, instruction) was a part of the ancient world in both the home 
and in formal settings like ‘schools’ and ‘temples’; and this instruction was a means to an 
end—i.e. instruction led to wisdom, and wisdom maintains balance in the society, and 
balance in the society is a reflection of the balance in the universe, and balance in the 
universe is created and sustained by the gods; so, to have wisdom is to know the will of the 
gods, which allows a person to live in harmony with that will.   
 
I’ll tease you with this bit of information: for the Mesopotamians, the term used to refer to 
instruction was ‘tertu(m)’; for the Egyptians, the term for instruction was ‘sboyet’; and for the 
Hebrews, the term was ‘torah’.  We’ll leave that alone for now. 
 
What is important to realise is that the wisdom instruction of these ancient cultures also 
helped define who they were as a people.  (This is also true of their beliefs regarding their 
gods).  In other words, wisdom instruction helped shape the people’s identity.  Therefore, if 
someone from Egypt betrayed the sboyet of Egypt and adopted the tertu(m) of 
Mesopotamia, then that person would be seen as an outcast—i.e. one who is no longer an 
Egyptian, or they might at least be viewed as a traitor to Egyptian wisdom.   
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When we come to the story of the Hebrews being freed from slavery in Egypt, we see God 
leading the people into the wilderness—the place of chaos—and giving them the torah (or, 
the Law).  And if we think of torah in light of what we have just said, we begin to see that it is 
not so much a legal code full of things people can and cannot do.  Instead, torah defines 
what the will of God is and how his people can live according to that will, thus enabling 
them to live in harmony with each other and God.  And, as before, this torah would 
necessarily define who the Hebrews are in relation to others. 
 
Hence, God directly tells them (though Moses) in Deuteronomy 18.9-13:  
 

When you enter the land which the Lord your God gives you, you shall not learn to do 
according to the detestable things of those nations.  There shall not be found among you 
anyone who makes his son or daughter pass through the fire, one who uses divination, 
one who practices witchcraft, or one who interprets omens, or a sorcerer, or one who 
casts a spell, or medium, or a spiritist, or one who calls up the dead.  For whoever does 
these things is detestable to the Lord; and because of these things the Lord your God will 
drive them out before you.  You shall be perfect before the Lord your God. 

 
In other words, God’s people—as God’s people—are not to adopt the ways and practices 
of the other nations, because those ways and practices are how those other nations live in 
accordance with the will of their gods; and to adopt their ways is to reject not only the ways 
of God but also to reject one’s identity as defined by God; and to reject the ways of God 
and the identity he provides is to live in chaos.  However, the torah also shows how the 
people of God can withstand the threats of chaos and live in harmony with the will of God.  
Or, to put it differently: the torah reveals how order (or, righteousness) is maintained—both 
between others and with God. 
 

Hope and a Problem 
To oversimplify things: the story that Israel tells—not only about its history but also its God—is 
one that is quite unique in comparison with the rest of the ancient world.  For others, the gods 
create, the universe is in working order, chaos ensues when wisdom is disrupted, humans are 
born, humans obey (or, disobey), humans are blessed or cursed by the gods, humans die, 
and the cycle continues.   
 
There is no hint of the cycle ever stopping, and there is no real hope that one’s life will really 
be blessed at the end.  In fact, many of the pyramid texts of the Egyptians show the 
Pharaoh’s final words as basically trying to sweet-talk their way into the next life; but even 
then, there is no assurance.  Accordingly, human life—in this world and the next—is solely at 
the mercy of gods, who apparently cannot cooperate with each other, which results in all 
things always being in a constant battle between order and chaos.   
 
This is where the story of Israel is rather different.  From Genesis 1–11, the picture is painted of 
a world created perfectly by God’s wisdom, thrown into chaos because of stupid humans, 
and in need of full restoration.  For the first eleven chapters, the picture looks rather bleak.  
Then, in chapter 12, we encounter a young-ish man called, Abram, and to him is promised 
many things.  Implicit in these promises is the hope of restoration.  God promises to set right 
the chaos that was brought about because of sin.  The logic of this is fairly straightforward: if 
God’s divine wisdom could create everything, then surely his wisdom and power could 
recreate as well.   
 
All that God required on the part of Abram and his descendants was absolute faith in what 
God promised to do through them.  In other words, there was no set of works that Abram 
and his descendents had to do in order to receive the promise—all that was needed was 
faith.  (That’s Galatians 3, by the way).  Between the establishment of the promise and the 
giving of the torah was an enormous 400-year gap of time.  Within this gap, the descendants 
of Abram migrated into the land of Egypt and began to grow.  In fact, they grew so much 
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that the Pharaoh of the time saw these Hapiru (or, foreigners) as a threat.  Thus, he enslaved 
them to keep things from getting out of hand. 
 
In the ancient world, this type of punishment would have been seen as something done by 
the gods because the people had disobeyed the gods in some way.  Because these Hapiru 
had done nothing wrong, they naturally began to worry about why this was happening.  
(Sounds like the story of Job).  In fact, they cried out to their God, begging for his help.  In 
response, God sends Moses—the one who would save the Hapiru from Egyptian oppression.  
Moses comes in, performs mighty works of God, demands the release of his people and 
marches them out of Egypt and toward their new home.   
 
Along the way, they make a pit-stop at the base of Mt. Sinai.  On this mountain, God gives 
Moses the torah.  Again, what God gave Moses was not necessarily a list of what the people 
can and cannot do; it was ultimately an explanation for how the people of God—as the 
people of God—were to conduct themselves in their new home; and the way in which they 
were to live—as God’s people—was according to the ways of God.  Thus, the torah would 
serve as their guide in how to be God’s people, which then means take part in the promise 
given to Abram and thus participate in the ultimate plan of God.   
 
That would be the ideal.  History, however, tells us the stark reality.  The Israelites—i.e. the 
people of God—did not always remain faithful to torah, which means they were not seeking 
after the wisdom of God, which further means they did not live in accordance with the ways 
of God.  And as we read through the OT, we see the results of such disobedience—e.g. city 
destroyed, Temple destroyed, exile, captivity, etc.  The only way in which the Israelites could 
be free once again from such chaotic times was by returning to the ways of the torah, which 
is what they occasionally did. 
 
The people of God knew that the torah was vital for life.  The people knew that the torah 
showed them how to live in harmony with the ways of God.  The people knew that the ways 
of God were crucial for his wise, divine plan for the world.  The people knew that in order to 
be a part of that plan, they had to be obedient to torah.  At the same time, however, they 
recognised a fundamental problem: they were not able to live out what they knew.  
Something within them was keeping them from doing what they knew to be right and true.  
However, there was something more troubling: the torah could not solve this problem. 
 
The end result was a people of mixed reactions.  For some, God’s promises seemed more like 
a pipe-dream than a forthcoming reality; so, they simply gave a respectful nod to the torah 
and carried on about their business.  For others, the torah was so important that it became 
central to their very being; so much so that they began to believe that they could either 
earn their way into the promises of God or bring about the promises sooner, or both.  
Whatever the case may be, faith in God became secondary at best and meaningless at 
worst.  And when faith wanes, assurance and hope falter.   
 

New Life in Christ 
I know up till now, it’s probably felt like we’ve been taking a sip of water from a fire hose; but 
I would just ask that you stay with me for just a bit longer, because it’s all about to make 
some sense (I hope).   
 
When Jesus came—as Paul says, ‘at the fullness of time’ (Galatians 4.4)—he came in a way 
greater than Moses’ coming to the slaves in Egypt; however, this greater entrance 
happened in a rather unexpected manner.  Jesus did not come charging out of the clouds, 
with millions of angels at his side, ready to make mincemeat of the Romans; nor did Jesus 
come with a new political agenda that would temporarily fix the social oppression and 
corruption of his day; nor did he come with the intention of putting a stop to the old plan in 
order to institute some mysterious, divine ‘plan-b.’   
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No, Jesus came to bring order to chaos; Jesus came to do what the torah was meant to do; 
and Jesus also came to fix the fundamental problem with the torah and that is: human 
beings simply could not do what they knew to be right within the torah.  In effect, Jesus 
came to bring about the promise of Jeremiah 31: 
 

‘Behold, days are coming’, declares the Lord, ‘when I will make a new covenant with the 
house of Israel and with the house of Judah, not like the covenant which I made with their 
fathers in the days I took them by the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt—My 
covenant which they broke—although I was faithful to them,’ declares the Lord.  ‘Instead, 
this is the covenant which I will make with the house of Israel after those days,’ declares 
the Lord, ‘I will put my torah within them and on their heart I will write it; and I will be their 
God, and they shall be my people’ (31.31-33—my adaptations)   

 
If we read through the life and ministry of Jesus, we will notice one key trait: he desires to 
change the hearts of humanity because he knows that the trouble with the heart is what 
keeps humanity from being able to live in accordance with the ways of God.  If we think 
back to the Deuteronomy passage, it ended with the phrase, ‘You shall be perfect before 
the Lord your God’.  This does not mean perfection in the absolute sense, or in the sense that 
a person can appear to be perfect by perfect obedience to torah.  Perfection, for the 
ancient Hebrews and for Jesus, is a condition of the heart.   
 
This is why, sandwiched between Matthew 5.20 and 5.48, Jesus details the need to move 
beyond the superficial levels of obedience to the Laws of Moses and get down to what is 
deeply and vitally meaningful about what it means to be obedient.  In fact, those two verses 
set up a contrast between how the Pharisees live their lives according to the Law and how 
Jesus expects God’s people to live—as God’s people.  And, if we look closely, Matthew 5.48 
sounds strangely similar to Deuteronomy 18.13.  Jesus knows that if the heart is changed, the 
life will naturally follow; because if the heart is right before God, then life that flows from the 
heart will be in harmony with the ways of God. 
 
Thus, Jesus also came to bring about the promise of Ezekiel 36: 
 

Moreover, I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit within you; and I will remove 
the heart of stone from your body and give you a heart of flesh.  I will put my Spirit within 
you and cause you to walk in my statutes, and you will be careful to observe my 
ordinances.  You will live in the land that I gave to your forefathers; so that you will be my 
people, and I will be your God (36.26-28—my adaptations) 

 
All of this language, all of these images point to single idea: Jesus is the means by which God 
fulfils not only his promise to Abram but also his plan to save the world from bondage to the 
powers of sin.  In the wisdom of God, Jesus’ death on cross is the moment when that promise 
is brought to life.  As Paul says in 1 Corinthians 1: 
 

We preach Christ crucified: a scandal for the Jews and insanity for the Greeks, but to 
those who belong to God—both Jew and Greek—Christ is the power of God and the 
wisdom of God. . . . By God’s doing, you are in Christ Jesus, who became to us wisdom 
from God, and righteousness and sanctification, and redemption (1.23-24, 30—my 
adaptations) 

 
And in the power of God, Jesus’ resurrection is the moment when hope and assurance are 
given to those who belong to Jesus—hope and assurance that the power of sin does not 
have the final word and that the chaos brought about by sin will be defeated by God’s 
righteous order; and this hope and assurance comes in the form of God’s Holy Spirit.   
 
Unlike the Israelites of the OT, the Spirit of the NT and today is an enduring presence for those 
who belong to God; there is no need to fear of the Spirit ever departing from the life of the 
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believer.  The presence of the Spirit is not only the transforming power that brings about a 
new heart of life for the believer; the Spirit is also the constant needed assurance that all 
things will one day be restored to perfection.   
 
In this way, the Spirit of God is the perpetual hope and assurance that God’s promises 
remain true, and that one day all of creation will be brought back to a perfect order where 
chaos and sin have no place.  The Spirit, in the life of the believer, gives continuous hope that 
the believer can begin to share in this reality right now.  Moreover, the Spirit, in the life of the 
believer, is proof that the law, the torah has been fulfilled in Jesus. 
 

[Read Romans 8] 


